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Abstract—This paper proposes a method, combining color and

layout features, for identifying documents captured from low-

resolution handheld devices. On one hand, the document image color

density surface is estimated and represented with an equivalent

ellipse and on the other hand, the document shallow layout structure 

is computed and hierarchically represented. Our identification

method first uses the color information in the documents in order to 

focus the search space on documents having a similar color

distribution, and finally selects the document having the most similar 

layout structure in the remaining of the search space.
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I. INTRODUCTION

APTURING and identifying images of documents using

low-resolution handheld devices, webcams or digital

cameras have a variety of applications in academics, research 

and knowledge management. Most of the document

identification system, capturing document images from such 

devices and identifying them, by either global image matching

(binary image) or text string matching using OCR [1].

However, these methods are generally time consuming and 

inadequate for low-resolution images. We propose in this

paper an identification method that benefits from both the

color and layout features of documents, and that is robust not

only for low-resolution images but also to color deformations

due to the various handheld capture devices properties and to

the varying capture lighting conditions.

The application currently targeted by our method is the

identification of documents captured during meetings,

presentations, lectures, etc.  In such environments, documents

play an important role and are either displayed on the screen 

(e.g. slides) or simply laid on the table of the conference 

room. In our smart meeting application [2], such documents

are captured using handheld devices and identified by

comparing them with their corresponding electronic

documents (e.g. PDF, PowerPoint). After identification, the

relevant portion of meeting/lecture/conference can then be

retrieved by querying captured document images from the

handheld devices on the multimedia repository. The current

focus is on the identification of the captured projected slides. 
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II. COLOR BASED RETRIEVAL

Since most of the slide images in a slideshow have a similar

color, texture and shape, our slide identification system should

consider not only the layout structure of the slide images but

also the color feature.

Color, as well as texture and shape [3], are low-level visual 

features extensively used in many systems in order to retrieve

images having similar content as the queried ones. Retrieval

systems based on such visual features work efficiently when 

queried on similar images, but do not when the captured

image is taken from a different angle or has a different scale

[4]. Furthermore, such features are very dependent on

illumination conditions, shading and compression and for this 

reason we believe that a distribution of features is a better

visual representation i.e. more robust to all the cited effects,

than an individual feature vector.

The color histogram method is commonly used for the

color-based image retrieval. It describes the color distribution

of an image in a specific color space. Often, the RGB space is 

considered for the color feature extraction. A standard way of 

generating the RGB color histogram of an image is to consider

the m higher order bits of the Red, Green and Blue channels

[5]. The histogram consists of 23m bins, which accumulate the 

number of pixels having similar color values. In our approach,

the generation of the color histogram has been reduced to two-

dimensional chromatic space r = R/I and g = G/I (22m bins),

where I = R + G + B is the brightness, 0  R, G, B  2m-1 and 

b = B/I could be represented as 1 - r - g. The chromatic values

r, g from RGB or a, b from the Lab are invariant to the 

illumination geometry. Let us consider a color image P of size 

n1 × n2. Then P = {ri,j, gi,j} could be represented with the

chromatic values, where i = 1…n1 and j = 1…n2. The reduced 

color histogram h(r, g) in rg- space is obtained as:
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Finally, the similarity between two images is very often

measured by computing the similarity distance between the

respective histograms [6]. In the histogram representation the

drawback is that the shape of the histogram strongly depends 

on the number of pixels and of the method used for the image

representation. If the image size is small then there are very 

few points available for the histogram, which thus gives back 

the erroneous results for the histogram-based comparison. To 
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overcome the above-mentioned problems, we propose in the

following section a smooth nonparametric estimation of the

color distribution, instead of a discrete histogram

representation, based on the concept of nonparametric density

estimation [7].

III. COLOR DENSITY ESTIMATION

Density estimation describes the process of obtaining the

probability density function (pdf) f(x) from an observed 

random quantity. In general, the density functions of the

random samples are unknown. The simplest and oldest form

of the density estimation is histogram. In this case, the sample

space is first divided into a grid of width h. Then the density at 

the center of the grid is estimated by f(x) = #samples in one 

bin / h. In such estimation, the drawbacks are 1) the offset 

dependence 2) the lack of differentiability 3) sensitive to the

rotation of coordinate axis and 4) in higher dimensions it

causes sparse occupancy.

The drawbacks above are overcome by the Kernel Density

Estimation (KDE) procedures. However, most nonparametric

methods require either all samples or extensive knowledge of 

the problem. In this technique, the underlying probability 

density function is estimated by placing a kernel function on 

every sample in the sample space and then summing up all the 

functions for each sample. Given a d-dimensional sample

space X = {xi}, where i = 1…N, the multivariate kernel

density at any point x is estimated as:
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Where  is the d-dimensional kernel function, which

determines the shape of the ‘‘bumps’’ placed around the data 

points in the sample space and h1…hd is the bandwidths for

each dimension. The d-dimensional kernel functions are 

commonly represented as the product of the one-dimensional

kernel functions i.e. (u1, u2,…, ud) = K(u1)K(u2) …K(ud). In 

our approach, the two-dimensional chromaticity rg-space is 

used with the same bandwidth in both dimensions (h1 = h2 = h,

i.e. radial-symmetric kernel function). The resulting kernel

density estimation in two-dimensional space is: 
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The estimation of the kernel density depends on the kernel

function and the bandwidth h. We consider the Epanechnikov

kernel, which has been shown to be robust to outliers and 

optimum in the sense of having minimum mean integrated

square error (MISE) in comparison with other kernels [8].
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Where cd is the volume of the unit d-dimensional sphere and u

is the d-dimensional data point. Fig. 1 illustrates the KDE of a 

sample slide document.

Jones and Rehag [9] reported that 77% of the possible 24-

bit RGB colors were never encountered on images collected

from the web. Furthermore, we observed no perceptive

degradation of the KDE for 7-bits compared to 8-bits per RGB

channels (Fig. 1), which tends to prove that reducing the color

space do not affect much the color density estimation. For this

reason and since the color feature is not used in our method to

identify the original matching slide but in order to identify the

slideshows or groups of slides having similar background 

pattern and color, it is judged reasonable to consider for the

KDE the 7 most significant bits (msb) of each of the RGB 

channels, which reduces the sample space to its ¼, and thus 

heavily speeds-up the computation time of the KDE.

b)a)

Fig. 1 a) Original image; b) KDE of the color distribution in the rg color 

space, c) its pseudo-color representation for the true color (24-bits) and d) 

reduced color (21-bits).

d)c)

IV. DOCUMENT’S SIGNATURE

In our identification method, each of the captured and 

original electronic documents is represented with a signature

containing mainly two parts: a) The documents’ color

distributions and b) the documents’ shallow layout structure

with the respective labeling.

A. Color Features Extraction

Once the KDE is done, the density distribution in the rg-

plane of image colors is then analyzed by looking at its kernel

density distribution Kd(r, g). The mean (µr, µg) and variance 

( r, g) of the density surface in the rg-plane is computed as: 
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Then the density distribution of each surface is associated to 

an Equivalent Ellipse (EE) with its center C = (µr, µg), semi

major axis a = max ( r, g), semi minor axis b = min ( r, g)

and an orientation angle of . We could have considered the

estimated density surface for matching rather than the 

equivalent ellipse but in this case, the position(s) of the

peak(s) and valleys in the density surface would not have been

the same in both the original (Fig. 1b) and captured images

(Fig. 2b) due to the presence of superimposed dominant color
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(color cast, Fig. 2a), which is usually due to the changes in

lighting conditions and or capture devices. On the other hand, 

it is observed that most of the properties (eccentricity, 

orientation, etc.) of the EE of both the captured and original

images are preserved and that only the EE location is shifted

(Fig. 2d). 

Fig. 2 a) Captured image of Fig. 1; b) its KDE of the color distribution, and c)

pseudo-color representation for 21-bits in the rg-space, and d) equivalent

ellipses of the density surfaces of both the original and the captured slide. 

The feature vector for the color is finally cf = {µr, µg, r, g, ,

d}, where d is the density of the estimated kernel density

distribution over the elliptical surface area. Fig. 3 shows the 

EE of 50 slides randomly picked up from 5 different

slideshows (10 each) and it is possible to observe most of the

slides within a slideshow have similar color since the

properties of EE are close. In some cases only the centers of 

EE are close but the orientation and axes are dissimilar, which 

help to differentiate slides having different colors.

Fig. 3 Equivalent ellipse representation of the estimated color densities in the

reduced rg-space of slides randomly picked from 5 different slideshows. 

B. Layout Features Extraction

Document images are different from natural images and

they contain mainly text, with few graphics and images. Due

to the very low-resolution of images (the average size of the

projected part is 450 × 560 and dpi  75), captured with

handheld devices, it is hard to extract the complete layout

structure (logical or physical) of the documents. For this

reason, we targeted a shallow representation, close to the 

perception of human vision, that we call a visual signature.

This signature is hierarchically structured according to

document’s shallow physical layout structure with its

respective labeling (text, graphics, solid bars, etc.). The

motivation for slide documents with such signatures is that

often the slides’ content is limited and its layout varies a lot as

compare to other type of documents (e.g. newspaper, articles,

etc.). The detailed extraction procedure for the signature of 

each original electronic slide documents and captured slide

image is explained in [1]. The signature of each slide contains 

one or more features from the set of features {f1, f2,…,f8}.

These features are horizontal text line (f1), image (f2), bullet

(f3), horizontal solid line (f4), vertical solid line (f5), horizontal

bar with text line (f6), vertical text line (f7) and vertical bar 

with text line (f8). The final signature is organized according

to the features priority containing the feature type, geometrical

properties and pixel density. For the features with textual part,

the number of words per text line is added to the feature’s

vector. For each feature fi, it is represented with the vector V =

{y, x, h, w, word, density}, where y and x are the minimum

coordinates, height (h), width (w), number of words (word)

and pixel density (density) of the feature’s bounding box. Fig.

4 illustrates a document, where each bounding box represents

a feature of the visual signature. 

Fig. 4 Layout signatures i.e. bounding boxes for each visual features of the

original slide (left) and its corresponding captured slide image (right).

V. MATCHING OF SIGNATURES

Our assumption is that most of the slides within a slideshow

have similar background pattern and color, which means they

share a similar distribution of the kernel density i.e. the

properties of the equivalent ellipse in the rg-plane are similar.

Once the queried image is identified from a particular slide

show, further identification of the slide will be performed

using the layout-based matching.

First, all the slide images in the repository are filtered out

according to their color similarity, which reduces the size of 

the search space. The slides having the color feature (cf) close 

(distance inferior to a threshold Tc) to the color feature of the 

queried image are considered. Let S = {s1, s2,…,sn} be the set 

of signatures in the repository. After the color matching, a

new set Sc = {s1, s2,…,sm) is derived from S such that m n.

Secondly, the layout-based feature matching is performed

on the set Sc for the final detection of the queried slide images.

The layout-based matching is basically matching of features

between signatures by computing the features’ score at each 

feature node (text, image, bars, bullets, etc). At each node 

some weight is added according to the position (priority) of 

features in the layout signature. The similarity distance vector 

D = {dj}, where j = 1…m, is computed between the queried 

signature sq and the signatures in Sc as dj(sq, sj) = fiwi, (1 i

8). The required signature is the one having the maximum

c) d)

--- Original slide 

     Captured slide (same)

a) b)
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similarity distance d = max (D). The weight wi is assigned

according to the feature priority i.e. higher value to the 

features having frequent appearance in the image. The feature

score fi at the ith feature node of the sj is computed as: 

#
1

#
i

j

matched elements at node i
8f i

existing elements at node i of s

For each node, the number of matched elements between

queried signature sq and original signature sj is computed by

comparing the distance between the element’s feature vectors 

to a threshold Tv. Let Vq
i(l) and Vj

i(m) is the lth and mth element

of the ith feature node of sq and sj. If the distance dq
i
,j(l, m) =

||Vq
i(l) - Vj

i(m)|| < Tv then the matching is found and the lth and 

mth elements are removed from their corresponding ith node, 

otherwise only the lth element is removed from the ith node of 

sq. At each node i, the matching procedure above is carried out

until the number of element becomes zero at ith node of either

sq or sj and then the fi of that node is computed.

VI. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

In our evaluation, 310 projected slides from 14 different

slideshows, have been captured using a DV camera (Sony,

DCR-TRV27E, PAL, 1 mega pixels)  and have been then

queried on a repository, containing about 1500 slides from 45 

different slideshows, in order to find back the original

document. For that purpose, all the electronic documents in

the repository, mostly in PDF, have been first processed in

order to extract their corresponding color and layout

signatures. In this evaluation, all the queried captured slide

images exist in the repository and the following metrics have

been used for measuring our system performances:

#
( )

#

#
( )

#

correct  documents retrieved
Identification rate I

total  documents queried

documents rejected
Rejection rate R

total  documents queried

Our combined identification method followed two steps: 1) 

the slides having a similar color distribution are filtered out

and then 2) the original document within the remaining set

having the most similar layout structure is returned. The first 

column of Table 1 represents the results for the matching of

layout structure alone; whereas the second column shows the

results for the combined method, i.e. color plus layout. The

identification rate of the combined method is slightly better

than the layout feature alone (90% and 88% respectively).

Even if in the tested repository, most of the slides have little

color variations, the average search space is already reduced 

to 42% when using the color feature, which is an encouraging

result for more colorful repository.

For each signature the matching time is directly 

proportional to the number of elements in each feature node,

which is dependent on the documents’ physical content. For

the color feature, the matching time is dependent only on the

color content and thus the number of parameters is constant

for each comparison. Therefore, in the combined features, not

only the identification rate is improved but also the

identification time is reduced due to the reduction in number

of matching parameters. In the worst scenario, the search 

space could be equal to the whole repository when all the 

documents have similar color content. The above-mentioned

evaluation has been performed on a 1.7 GHz Pentium 4 PC.
TABLE1

DOCUMENTS IDENTIFICATION METHODS EVALUATION RESULTS

Slideshow

(# slides)

Layout only

(Average)

Color + Layout

(Average)

Search

space
I R Time (s)

Search

space
I R Time (s)

34 1.00 0.83 0.00 2.81 0.55 0.88 0.00 1.47

10 1.00 0.90 0.00 2.72 0.15 0.90 0.00 0.61

15 1.00 0.75 0.00 2.68 0.11 0.88 0.00 0.56

28 1.00 1.00 0.00 2.78 0.58 1.00 0.00 1.54

30 1.00 0.92 0.00 2.70 0.59 0.96 0.00 1.79

24 1.00 0.86 0.00 2.63 0.69 0.86 0.00 1.89

19 1.00 1.00 0.00 2.79 0.45 1.00 0.00 1.29

28 1.00 0.96 0.04 2.74 0.44 0.96 0.04 1.31

25 1.00 0.76 0.12 2.70 0.41 0.80 0.12 1.28

20 1.00 0.82 0.00 2.72 0.09 0.82 0.00 0.51

29 1.00 0.79 0.00 2.73 0.09 0.84 0.00 0.52

17 1.00 1.00 0.00 2.68 0.57 1.00 0.00 1.72

15 1.00 1.00 0.00 2.67 0.84 1.00 0.00 2.43

16 1.00 0.71 0.14 2.63 0.31 0.71 0.14 1.16

Total: 310 1.00 0.88 0.02 2.71 0.42 0.90 0.02 1.29

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, a document identification method that

combines color and layout features is proposed. The result of 

the evaluation shows that this method solves the low-

resolution and color deformation problems due to document

image capture from handheld devices. In the near future, our 

plan is to improve this method by considering one equivalent

ellipse per effective peak in the density surface rather than a 

single ellipse for all, which should convey the number of 

major color in the images. Furthermore, the spatial

distribution of colors in the documents would also be added to

the color-based identification.
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